Subject choice and
career guidance
Pivotal Talent is a one of a kind, web-based subject
choice and career guidance solutions provider.

We give you
the insight you
need to pursue
a career with
confidence.

What will you be good at?
Pivotal Talent goes beyond the usual aptitude tests, and looks at an individual’s full potential. The solution
recommends subjects and finds the right career field for those who are just starting their journey – or for
those who are considering a change in direction.

The solution scientifically and automatically matches skills and interests to suitable career fields. Unlike
standard tests, the solution widens its calibrations in order to narrow the career focus. It’s powerfully
predictive.

How does Pivotal Talent help?
SubjectChoice
•

Subject recommendation: recommends specific choices aligned with suitable career
recommendations.

CareerGuide
•

Career prioritisation: ranks 20 career field options, from most suitable to least suitable.

•

Overall recommendation score: an integrated outcome that takes natural skills and interests into
account.
-

Skills score: directly measures natural skills, relating these to the jobs and tasks to which the 		
individual will be more suited – and will find easier to perform without much added effort.

-

Interest score: directly measures an individual’s career interests.

The value of an integrated task database
The solution is multidisciplinary, integrating fields as diverse as neuroscience, ethnology, organisational
theory and cognitive reasoning. It has the world’s most comprehensive ‘integrated task database’.

Pivotal Talent can produce a complete profile for individuals which can be matched to specified job tasks. The
solution is capable of understanding, layering and adapting a complex matrix of data – and simplifying it in a
way that people can understand and work with.

In essence, skills and interests are minutely and scientifically matched with job tasks – maximising the
probability of success.

There is method in that matrix
Our measuring methodology is thorough. Each individual completes an online questionnaire, lasting between
90 and 120 minutes.

An individual profile is generated, covering skills, competencies, ‘task interest’, and performance potential.
These are matched with viable career fields – and the necessary training required for success is suggested.
The solution will also note individual strengths, as well as areas for improvement.

With science, there is certainty.

Pivotal Talent integrates predictive analytics with six decades of research from top global institutions. To this
we add industry-specific knowledge, as well as calculating for factors like emotional engagement. The result:
unprecedented accuracy.

Benefits at a glance
•

Multidisciplinary scientific approach: draws on diverse fields and factors to make accurate decisions.

•

Predictive analytics: maximise the scope of an individual’s evaluation, increasing the chances of success.

•

Accurate and automated: significantly reduces career guidance costs.

•

Integrated task database: understands an individual’s unique abilities; narrows the career focus.

•

Highly innovative: outperforms other approaches and solutions across all key indicators.

The proof is in the people
The solution’s performance has been thoroughly tested and validated, while ongoing research continues to
update and refine the solution. Pivotal Talent statistically outperforms traditional approaches across all key
indicators of performance and potential.

Pivotal Talent’s capabilities have helped individuals grow, progress, and thrive.
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